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ABSTRACT 

Exhibit spaces in Museums and Historic Sites (MHS) can be inaccessible or uncomfortable for visitors 

who are overstimulated by external sensory environments and museum technology. While some strategies 

exist to make these spaces accessible to these visitors, they are rarely employed by museum specialists and 

technologists. In this poster, we summarize our work understanding the current practice of supporting the 

needs of individuals who are overstimulated in MHS. We visited four New York City MHS, and surveyed 

online content from 23 MHS websites. Our findings reveal that many MHS do not offer comprehensive 

sensory resources to sufficiently support visitors with sensory sensitivities. To address this challenge, we 

developed a sensory resources guide which includes detailed content recommendations and templates to 

implement support for visitors who may be overstimulated in MHS. Using our guide, we worked with a 

historic site to produce sensory resources and evaluated them with two disability advocates with museum 

accessibility experience and one MHS staff member. Our guide allows MHS professionals, accessibility 

staff, and technology developers to design more inclusive environments.  
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1 Introduction 
With more than 35,000 Museums and Historic Sites (MHS) in the United States [10], these public 

spaces have legal obligations to continually improve their accessibility to make their spaces more inclusive 

[11]. MHS can be overstimulating due to crowded exhibits, unfamiliar spaces, or technologies that are used 

in MHS with bright, flashing lights, and sudden loud noises [9]. As a result, overstimulating environments 
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in MHS may present sensory challenges for individuals sensitive to these sounds and visuals. Providing 

visitors with the resources they need to understand their surroundings before and during a visit may affect 

their overall experience [4,7]. While schools and home settings routinely use sensory resources, MHS 

should adopt sensory supports including sensory kits, sensory guides, and social narratives [4]. A sensory 

kit is a collection of items (e.g. noise reduction headphones, sunglasses, visual timers, and fidget toys) that 

may help reduce stimulation. A sensory guide is a document used to provide insight on an unfamiliar 

environment before a visit and includes an overview of senses in the environment. A social narrative is a 

document that describes a social situation to support visitors with autism [8,9] and is intended to be used 

before a visit. However, creating and implementing these resources requires time, budget, and knowledge 

that not all MHS staff have. Additionally, implementation in MHS is difficult as there are currently no 

templates that advise exactly what to include to guide the design of a sensory guide or social narrative.  

We present our work understanding the discrepancies and assessing existing sensory resources through 

visiting and surveying existing materials at four NYC MHS, interviewing their staff, and surveying content 

from 23 MHS websites. We used this data to inform the design of templates that describe the sensory 

experiences visitors would experience at a specific museum by consulting one MHS professional and two 

disability advocates. These digital templates were designed to help museum staff identify what information 

is needed to help visitors with sensory sensitivities feel more in control of their sensory experiences. 

2 Related Work  
Some MHS have implemented program-based accessibility features. This includes “early openings” 

(programs that provide a quiet environment with less visitors present) or “sensory friendly tours” (programs 

that remove/ turn off bright lights, loud sounds, large crowds). Both  are useful as they can reduce the 

amount of sensory challenges presented [12]. However, these programs require sufficient pre-planning to 

attend those set times and do not allow for spontaneous visitation [4]. Some MHS have changed their 

physical space by adding low sensory spaces and clear signage throughout the museum but this may not 

always be possible, especially at historic sites. Sensory resources such as social narratives [8], sensory 

guides [2] and sensory kits [4] are found to be effective in home and school settings, but these tools are not 

currently widely used as museum specific resources [6]. While some MHS have been implementing 

sensory resources on an individual basis [1,3,4,5], others may need more support. There is no known 

summarized information on MHS-specific sensory resources and a scalable means to produce them. 

3 Methods 
Our methods consist of three steps: 1) understanding current MHS resources and practices in 

overstimulating environments; 2) creating a sensory resources guide; and 3) evaluating this resource guide 

with one MHS and two disability advocates. This work was conducted as part of an active Institute of 

Museum and Library Services (IMLS) grant that focuses on interpretation accessibility in MHS and has 

partnered with nine historic sites across the United States and eight disability advocates. We refer to 

historic sites participating in this grant as MHS partners.  

To understand current practices around sensory resources visited four MHS of varying sizes in New 

York City including: two historic sites (one MHS partner), one art museum, and one science museum. After 

each visit we interviewed administrators at these sites about their accessibility support. We then surveyed 

the online offerings of 9 MHS partners and 14 other MHS from the United States and Europe: six history 

museums, four art museums, three science museums, one children’s museum and one zoo which offer some 

sensory resources selected by searching museum accessibility related keywords on a web search engine. 

We published our sensory resources guide to a website [13] which we iteratively refined using feedback 

from  MHS partners. One MHS partner created their own sensory guide and social narrative using our 

templates, and we evaluated these materials remotely with them and two disability advocates with expertise 

in the impact of overstimulating environments. In our evaluations, we discussed the feasibility of using 

these guidelines and templates with the MHS staff, and asked disability advocates about any missing 

information and requirements from the visitor's perspective.  
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4 Findings 

4.1 Understanding Current Practices  

We identified three common sensory resources in MHS from our museum visits and interviews with 

museum professionals: sensory kits, sensory guides, and social narratives. One of the four MHS we 

interviewed started addressing sensory challenges in 2012 with the help of a grant. They said it was 

beneficial to have these three resources to address sensory overstimulation and, although it was difficult to 

begin development, it got easier to implement with experience. However, two out of the four MHS stated 

they had limited support to make those resources. While they knew these resources would be useful to 

visitors, they felt it was difficult to start developing them because of limited time, budget, and knowledge. 

One of them had completed their first social narrative about six months before the interview. They said it 

took several months to create because the staff were busy and relied on an intern with limited experience.  

To get a better sense of sensory resource adoption, we looked at MHS online resources. We first looked 

at the offerings from nine MHS partners and were surprised that only one offered sensory resources (they 

provided all three sensory resources) so we searched online to find museums that offered these resources. 

Our search yielded 14 museums and we found 12 offered social narratives, eight offered sensory guides, 

and four offered sensory kits. Only two offered all three sensory resources.  

4.2 Sensory Resources Guide Design  

Our sensory resources guide is a website that provides summarized information and specific guidelines 

about three sensory resources: sensory kits, sensory guides, and social narratives. To address the challenge 

that not all staff members are familiar with these resources, we aimed our guide to be useful in staff 

education. Our guide also includes templates of a sensory guide and social narrative to help museum 

professionals develop their own. These templates are easily customizable with specific instructions on what 

to include and exclude, following the feedback from MHS and disability advocates. To ensure 

compatibility with existing MHS software, our templates are available in both Google Slides and Microsoft 

Power Point. Our website provides examples of other museums’ sensory resources and additional related 

information. 

Sensory kits are a collection of items to calm overstimulating situations. We suggested a list of items to 

include in a sensory kit with usage, such as noise reduction headphones and sunglasses used to calm high 

ambient sound and light. Our recommendations also included items that should be avoided due to cleaning 

difficulties, such as weighted blankets. We included recommendations for how to integrate kits into MHS, 

since we found that some visitors feel uncomfortable or stigmatized to checkout this equipment at the 

reception desk because they felt they were forced to self-disclose. To avoid this, we suggested a strategy to 

keep sensory kits in the exhibit space for a visitor’s self-checkout. 

Sensory guides identify sensory stimuli that visitors should be aware of during their visit (Figure 1). 

Common overstimulating stimuli that reduce their ability to engage with museum exhibits include high 

ambient sound and light, sudden noises, flashing lights, ambient odors, and exhibit-specific smells (animal, 

natural, or chemical). These are missing from current sensory guides, and our templates include describing 

these external stimuli along with the exhibit space. We designed our templates by using both icons and 

words to express the level of stimulation, making the information easily understandable to a broader 

audience, including visitors with cognitive disabilities or non-native English speakers. We followed 

universal design principles and WCAG 2.1, addressing font style and size and color contrast, 21:1 on white 

background and 18.26.1 on gray background, for visitors who have low vision [14,15]. 

Social narratives are stories with photos and text that describes what visitors may experience while 

visiting a MHS (Figure 2). For MHS professionals’ ease of use, we added precise instructions and 

suggestions on the templates. For example, we specified what kind of images to put on each page, such as 

“a photo of the entrance or a photo of the security person looking friendly”, instead of just writing “add a 

photo”. We also included instructive information based on the feedback from our disability advocates such 

as, instead of simply saying there is an exit, we instructed how to leave the building and locate a safe space. 
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4.3 Sensory Resources Guide Evaluation 

We tested our templates with one MHS partner, who created a sensory guide (Figure 1) and social 

narrative (Figure 2) about their site using our template. We then evaluated these resources with the same 

MHS partner and two disability advocates. The MHS partner found the templates were very helpful in 

creating these sensory resources. One of our advocates told us that she wished there had been a resource 

guide like ours when she was a child. The other advocate said our sensory resources guide would be useful 

for smaller MHS that tend to have limited resources to improve accessibility. 

 

 

Figure 1: (left) Our sensory guide template. (right) A sensory guide created by the MHS partner using our 

template. 

  

Figure 2: (left) Our social narrative template. (right) A social narrative created by the MHS partner using our 

template. 

5 Limitations and Future Work 
We plan to continue evaluating our resources and encourage other MHS to adopt these templates. We 

believe there are technology opportunities to automatically support the needs of individuals sensitive to 

sensory overstimulation. We recommend future work identifying techniques to measure crowd levels and 

identify crowd-related stimulation and solutions. Finally, there is remaining work to understand the effects 

of the COVID-19 pandemic on sensory resources and how to sufficiently disinfect sensory objects. 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented our work creating a sensory resources guide to help MHS implement three 

sensory resources: sensory kit, sensory guide, and social narrative. We identified that, while they are 

helpful for visitors who are sensitive to sensory overstimulation, many MHS have not implemented them. 

Our sensory resources guide provided summarized information on sensory resources specifically designed 

for MHS and a scalable way to produce them with our templates. Our research seeks to make MHS more 

sensory accessible to a wider range of people. 
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